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25.

SWORDFISH DRIFT GILLNET FISHERY

Today’s Item
Information ☐
Action ☒
Discuss and adopt a resolution regarding the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
rejection of a hard-cap rule for the California drift gillnet (DGN) swordfish fishery.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions






MRC received public request for overview
FGC approved MRC request to add topic
MRC discussion
Previous FGC discussion
Discussion on hard caps and resolution

Mar 23, 2017; MRC, San Clemente
Jun 21-22, 2017; Smith River
Jul 20, 2017; MRC, Santa Rosa
Aug 16, 2017; FGC, Sacramento
Oct 11-12, 2017; Atascadero

Background
At its Aug 16, 2017 meeting, FGC heard testimony on a range of issues regarding the DGN
swordfish fishery and approved sending a letter to the Pacific Fishery Management Council
(PFMC) requesting that it consider adopting a range of gear alternatives for DGN permits for
deep-set buoy gear (DSBG) and linked buoy gear (LBG). The letter (Exhibit 6) articulated that
PFMC should prioritize alternatives that develop the DGN fishery but also encourage and
create an incentive for current DGN fishermen to engage in commercial DSBG or LBG to
reduce bycatch. DSBG and LBG provide alternative gear for use in the swordfish fishery that
more selectively target highly migratory species.
At its Sep meeting, PFMC adopted a range of alternatives for authorizing DSBG, changes to
federal permitting, as well as guidance and analysis on the gear types. PFMC will review the
analysis on gear types, further refine the range of alternatives, and possibly select a
preliminary preferred alternative at its March 2018 meeting.
Furthermore, at its Aug 2017 meeting, FGC directed staff to draft a resolution regarding the
NMFS rejection of a hard-cap rule for the DGN fishery due to incidental take of marine
mammals and sea turtles. The draft resolution (Exhibit 1) highlights the frustration from FGC
regarding the NMFS decision to withdraw the proposed hard-cap rule for the California DGN
fishery. Hard caps would have provided increased transparency as well as making way for
modernization of the fishery. The rule was intended to provide an incentive to fishermen to
further avoid interactions with protected species and to promote individual responsibility as
well as communication and innovation by fishermen.
As outlined in the Magnuson-Stevens Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, NMFS is
to base its decisions on a variety of considerations, including science, economics and social
issues in order to make informed choices. The NMFS decision seems based on only one of the
considerations (economic) required by the act, rather than the range of issues NMFS is to
address. NMFS’ job is to consider and weigh these choices to help make difficult decisions.
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Significant Public Comments
FCG has received email correspondence from Lieutenant Governor Gavin Newsom (Exhibit 2)
supporting efforts to engage with stakeholders to develop balanced and informed policies.
Numerous emails from the public request that FGC end the DGN fishery in California;
examples are found in exhibits 3-4. FGC has also received comments from Oceana supporting
FGC adoption of a resolution on hard caps for the DGN swordfish fishery (Exhibit 5).
Recommendation
FGC staff: Approve the resolution as amended today.
Exhibits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Draft resolution
Email from Lieutenant Governor Gavin Newsom, dated Sep 7, 2017
Email from Tania Pollak, received Sep 28, 2017
Email from Nancy Flores, received Aug 16, 2017
Email from Geoff Shester, Oceana, received Sep 28, 2017
Letter from FGC to PFMC, dated Sep 13, 2017

Motion/Direction
Moved by _______________ and seconded by _______________ that the Commission
adopts the resolution regarding hard caps for the drift gillnet fishery.
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California Fish and Game Commission
DRAFT Resolution Regarding Drift Gillnet Fisheries

WHEREAS, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MagnusonStevens Act) establishes the primary process for managing fisheries in U.S. federal waters and
creates a system whereby individual regional fishery management councils, including the
Pacific Fishery Management Council, and agencies develop fishery management plans,
amendments, and implementing regulations for fisheries within their geographic jurisdiction;
and
WHEREAS, the Magnuson-Stevens Act provides a streamlined process for the approval of
regulations implementing fishery management plans that emphasizes the individual decisionmaking authority of the fishery management councils and limits the actions the U.S. Secretary
of Commerce may take in response to council decisions; and
WHEREAS, specifically, upon transmittal of a proposed regulation change to the U.S.
Secretary for Commerce, the secretary determines whether the proposed regulation is
“consistent with the fishery management plan”; and
WHEREAS, the California drift gillnet fishery for swordfish and thresher shark is managed
under the Federal Fishery Management Plan for U.S. West Coast Fisheries for Highly
Migratory Species; and
WHEREAS, the Pacific Fishery Management Council expressed its intent to change
management of the California drift gillnet swordfish fishery using tools available under the
Magnuson-Stevens Act to create a new framework to advance the fishery including hard caps
on interactions with protected species; and
WHEREAS, recognizing that actions taken by the Pacific Fishery Management Council, the
National Marine Fisheries Service , fishermen, and partners over the past twenty years have
greatly reduced the inadvertent catch of special status species and other non-target species,
and have substantially reduced bycatch rates and improved fishery performance; and
WHEREAS, the National Marine Fisheries Service released a report in June 2017 announcing
its withdrawal of a proposed rule implementing hard caps for the California drift gillnet
swordfish fishery, the primary purpose of which would have been to create transparency,
accountability measures, and incentives for best practices within the fishery; and
WHEREAS, the ruling from the National Marine Fisheries Service does not advance the drift
gillnet fishery forward and, in fact, has jeopardized the effective functioning and viability of this
fishery in California; and
WHEREAS, the state worked collaboratively for many years to develop these regulations in
concert with the industry to develop solutions that would increase environmental sustainability
without sacrificing economic performance and viability of the fishery;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, in light of the decision by the National Marine
Fisheries Service, the California Fish and Game Commission strongly disagrees with the
withdrawal of the hard caps rule; and

FURTHER, BE IT RESOLVED, the California Fish and Game Commission will continue to
push for transparent and innovative approaches to fisheries management plans; and
FINALLY, BE IT RESOLVED, that the California Fish and Game Commission will encourage
the California Department of Fish and Wildlife to work with industry to further develop new gear
types for an environmentally and economically sustainable swordfish fleet in California.

DATED: OCTOBER 12, 2017

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Tania Pollak
Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2017 11:09 AM
To: FGC <FGC@fgc.ca.gov>
Subject: Please Don't Miss Opportunity to End Driftnet Fishery & Protect Ocean Wildlife

Dear CA Department of Fish & Wildlife, and CA Fish & Game Commission,
I am writing to express my support for California to take all possible actions to end the driftnet fishery
happening off our state's coast. For too long, this fishery has been allowed indiscriminately kill ocean
wildlife, including endangered species.
Improvements to the fishery have not made the fishery acceptable. Driftnets are still curtains of death.
With the advancement of deep‐set buoy gear, regulators have a golden opportunity to end the driftnet
fishery. I encourage California to do everything it can to stop the slaughter from driftnets.
Like many people, I was disappointed when federal regulators withdrew protections for some of the
species most affected by driftnets. I want California to protect the environment, not abuse it. California
has a chance now to continue its role of being an environmental leader. Please take action to end the
driftnet fishery ‐ California needs to live up to its reputation as a good environmental steward.
Thank you.
Ms. Tania Pollak
San Francisco, CA 94115

From: Nancy Flores
Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 10:06 AM
To: FGC <FGC@fgc.ca.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Drift Gillnet Discussion Wednesday, 8/16/17

Dear Fish and Game Commission,
The Trump administration's removal of the proposed rule instituting strict limits on drift gillnets
places protected and vulnerable species in grave danger. Any fish, bird or mammal crossing the
path of a drift gillnet may be hopelessly tangled and perish in these nets or be thrown back
injured as "by-catch." By-catch includes dolphins, whales, turtles, sea birds, sharks, seals and
other mammals. Since these nets are not retrieved for days, air-breathing mammals drown if they
cannot free themselves. .
More than 20 years ago, in 1994, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
estimated global by-catch to be as high as 27 million tons per year, simply discarded by fisheries.
In 1987, David Roth Weiss' award-winning oceanographic film, "Incidental Kill" was the first to
expose the horrors drift gill nets inflict. Divers found at the end of a mile-long, one hundred feet
high net, 32 dead blue sharks, 2 hammer head sharks, a sea lion and a manta ray. Thirty small
scale drift net fisheries in the Baltic Sea studies estimate 90,000 sea birds die annually in drift
nets. As a result, many of these species are now endangered.
These hundreds of thousands of destroyed animals decompose, using oxygen to break down the
organic matter, thus decreasing surrounding levels of dissolved oxygen. Fish, invertebrates,
bacteria, and underwater plants need dissolved oxygen to respire and thus survive, thus
compounding the effects on all sea life.
Finally, abandoned or lost drift nets become "ghost nets," often nearly invisible in the dim light
and thus begin the entanglement/death cycle again, or they cause ecological damage to plant and
substrate habitats as nets are dragged across the sea floor by currents.
Humans cannot exist, and most do not want to exist, alone on this planet. California should be at
the forefront in demonstrating the respect that other life forms need and deserve. It is to our peril
if we do not.
Nancy Oliver, Esq.
Concerned constituent
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September 13, 2017

Phil Anderson, Chair
Pacific Fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, OR 97220
Barry Thom, Regional Administrator
West Coast Region
NOAA Fisheries
7600 Sand Point Way NE
Seattle, WA 98115
Subject: Request to consider the range of alternatives for deep-set buoy gear, including
linked buoy gear, and authorize use of this gear type
Dear Chair Anderson and Regional Administrator Thom:
It has come to the attention of the California Fish and Game Commission (Commission)
that the Pacific Fishery Management Council (PFMC) is considering authorizing and
permitting new gear types for the West Coast commercial swordfish fishery, and is
poised to adopt a range of alternatives for this authorization at its September 2017
meeting. I am writing on behalf of the Commission to support your action to consider
new gear authorization to open additional access for California fishermen to fish this
healthy and sustainable fish stock. The Commission is aware that research on deep-set
buoy gear (DSBG), which includes both standard buoy gear and linked buoy gear (LBG)
types, is ongoing; the Commission has been tracking and supports advancing such
research that could lead to the use of alternative gear types in the swordfish fishery.
Over the past twenty years, the number of U.S. West Coast, large-mesh, drift gillnet
swordfish fishery participants and landings have significantly declined, attributed in large
part to regulations implemented to mitigate bycatch in the fishery. There remain
concerns regarding management measures implemented to address bycatch, and the
subsequent economic impacts to fishermen and coastal communities, despite a healthy
stock and high demand for swordfish. Through a combined effort of state, Federal and
private sector funding, the ongoing research and development of DSBG has resulted
from an effort to design a gear type that could reduce potential for interactions with
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finfish and protected species to the extent practicable, while simultaneously increasing
fishery opportunities and economic viability by more selectively targeting swordfish. The
Commission appreciates the extensive time and effort expended by PFMC, its staff, and
staff of the National Marine Fisheries Service, to facilitate this experimental research.
One of the Commission’s goals is to support California’s sustainable coastal fishing
communities. To maintain a robust coastal fishing economy, fisheries need both
adaptive management and flexibility to fish a variety of selective gear types to maximize
potential catch and minimize bycatch under varying oceanographic conditions. One of
the objectives articulated by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act for a healthy fishery stock, such as West Coast swordfish, is to
provide for opportunity and to ensure the economic viability of the swordfish fishery with
sustained participation of West Coast fishing communities while, to the extent
practicable, avoiding and minimizing bycatch and bycatch mortality.
Results from collaborative research and experimental fishing permit trials of DSBG
conducted thus far indicate that both configurations of this highly selective gear can
minimize interactions with protected species and minimize finfish bycatch while
expanding fishing opportunities, increasing domestic landings, and contributing to the
profitability of the swordfish fishery.
Authorizing DSBG configurations will help to address bycatch concerns, while helping
achieve optimum yield of a healthy swordfish stock and providing socioeconomic
benefits for fishermen and coastal communities. As PFMC considers a range of
alternatives for DSBG fishery authorization, the Commission asks that PFMC
thoughtfully consider DSBG configurations while also including incentives and
mechanisms for drift gillnet fishermen to trade in their gear and permits in exchange for
DSBG permits.
Thank you,

Valerie Termini
Executive Director
ec: Members, California Fish and Game Commission
Charlton Bonham, Director, California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Craig Shuman, Marine Region Manager, California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Marci Yaremko, State/Federal Marine Fisheries Program Manager, California
Department of Fish and Wildlife

